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The fashion diva wears an 18-karat white gold
lariat composed of ravishing rubies, pearls and
    $       
pear, marquise and baguette diamonds ending
with tasseled ruby beads. The shoulder dusters
in rubies, pearls and diamonds complement the
necklace. Adding glamour to the look is a bodyhugging, raspberry A-line dress made of habutai
silk and organza enhanced with embroidered
mesh on the chest plate and the panel below that
has a detachable lining.
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This live wire demonstrates a high degree
of fashion, deciding to go with statement
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The showstopper 18-karat gold hoops set with
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Blessed with a distinctive fashion style, the
woman on the go opts for the 18-karat rose
gold hoops featuring diamond-encrusted buckle
links and rubies in pin setting. The diamond-set
scalloped rose gold lace cuff interlinks diamond
and plain gold motifs highlighted with opaque
rubies and champagne diamonds. Adding heaps
of chutzpah is a side slit silk-chiffon pleated
ombre raspberry dress with a décolletage
enhanced with a corsage of pink roses.
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She sports an outsized 18-karat white gold
cocktail ring spotlighting a triangular rose-cut
diamond with a surround of baguettes, further
lined with oval rubies and round diamonds. The
stylised paisley-shaped 18-karat yellow gold
orange peel earrings are outlined with dropshaped rubies superimposed by pear-shaped
diamonds settled against diamond-studded
crescent pockets. Softening the intensity of the
crimson red, she matches the jewels with an
off-shoulder dress with a white printed organza
top and an asymmetric draped bottom with a
sprinkling of sequinned embroidery.
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The gal believes in showing off her sartorial chops
and works the white attire to her advantage –
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She looks effortlessly glamorous in a high-neck,
embroidered organza crop top and a lace skirt
with skin colour lining. She steps out for a ball
wearing irresistible 18-karat white gold crescent   $   
diamonds on a micropave-set diamond base
augmented with irregular ruby strips in channel
setting. Adding an edge is the unique boatshaped ring crafted in 18-karat white gold. The
marquise ruby at the crown is set off by a fringe
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